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The Asia Clean
Energy Summit
2017

ABOUT

The Asia Clean Energy Summit (ACES) 2017 was held from 24
to 26 October 2017. Billed as Asia’s leading event focusing
on clean energy technology, policy and finance, ACES 2017
attracted more than 2,500 attendees to the conference
and exhibition.
Now in its fourth edition and with a shared vision
with Singapore to be a clean energy hub for Asia, ACES
continues to bring together high-level regional thought
experts within the clean and renewable energy industry to
discuss on the current trends and the use of clean energy
technologies and how these can be further harnessed for
the future.
A highly anticipated programme, for the first time in
ACES was the inaugural 2-day International Floating Solar
Symposium (IFSS) where there were workshops and a lab
tour and visit to the world’s largest floating PV testbed.
The diverse clean energy topics were covered over the
different tracks under the ACES umbrella namely; Clean
Energy Leaders’ Dialogue, Solarising Singapore and Asia,
Financial Summit, Digital Transformation of Energy, PV
Asia Scientific Conference and Asian Conference on Energy,
Power and Transportation Electrification (ACEPT).
ACES 2017 exhibition was a success with a total of 61
exhibitors throughout the globe.
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KEY
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Key Figures

ACES 2017 saw 40%* of the high
level management over 51 countries
participating in the conference.
Delegates predominantly came from
Southeast Asia, which consistently
strengthen and position ACES as the
leading conference in the region.
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PARTICIPANTS
CEOs - 12%
Directors - 20%
Managers - 15%
Executives - 23%
Professors - 8%
Students - 7%
Others - 15%
*Breakdown by designation

REGIONS

87%
2%
Australia

*CEOs, Directors and Managers

*Geographical breakdown by region

Asia

9%
Europe

2%
USA and
Canada
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1. Opening Ceremony

OVERVIEW.
OVERVIEW

O

Asia’s leading thought leadership platform on clean
energy technology, policy and finance was officiated by Dr
Koh Poh Koon, Senior Minister of State, Ministry of Trade
and Industry. In his opening address, Dr Koh spoke about
Singapore’s plan to be a global hub for clean energy.
Dr Koh also unveiled six clean energy investments
across the fields of solar, wind, microgrids and energy
management in Singapore. Secured by the Singapore
Economic Development Board in recent months, these
investments solidify Singapore’s position towards
becoming Asia’s leading clean technology (cleantech) hub.
Before 600 delegates’ attention, new partnerships
were signed among technology providers Emerson,
EDF and IDSUD Energies who will partner Nanyang
Technological University to develop additional research
and development micro-grids on Renewable Energy
Integration Demonstrator Singapore (REIDS). Also, REIDS
signed new agreements with three companies interested
in adopting micro-grids: MedcoEnergi, Adaro Energy
and Nortis Group.
REDIS aims to synthesize individual energy solutions into a
joint and integrated platform through collaborations with
solutions-providers and adopters.
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2. Clean Energy Leaders’ Dialogue

3. Solarising Singapore and Asia (Cont’d)

This high-level forum saw top leaders gather to exchange
best practises and discuss trends in the clean energy
industry with keynote addresses by Ditlev Engel, CEO of
energy and renewable advisory firm DNV GL – Energy and
Zhang Lei, CEO of Envision.

In his opening keynote speech, Goh Chee Kiong, Executive
of Singapore Economic Development Board affirmed that
Asia was the largest market for renewable energy and
the panelists discussed how Singapore and other Asian
countries could leverage on their strategic location in the
Asian Sunbelt – a region that received up to 50 percent
more sunshine that countries in temperate regions.
The second panel, with key players from Indonesia,
China and the Philippines discussed on the economic,
social and environmental factors. With the Association
of Southeast Nations’ (ASEAN) plans to increase double
energy contributions from sector by 2015, the potential for
adopting solar and other renewables remains large.

Of the global trend in clean energy discussed in the first
panel, global leaders talked about growing demand from
corporates in economies like India and China to go 100%
renewable as well as climate goals and concerns from
around the world.
The second panel addressed the global ambition of
building smart cities, buildings and industries as well as
the advancement and availability of technologies related
to renewable energy.
In view of all of these very fast developments, it was
concluded that we need to adapt to the digital world and
that sharing of knowledge, skills and experience across
communities will be imperative.

3. Solarising Singapore and Asia
This session brought together some of the government
and regulatory bodies, solar providers and adopters of
solar technology that shared successful implementation
and latest innovations in the solar space as part of RE100
initiative.

OVERVIEW

4. Financial Summit
The Financial Summit, which provided the financial aspect
of renewable project development, featured two tracks –
the development, funding and investment of renewable
energy projects; and solar energy project development and
system ownership.
Other panel discussions explored the energy roadmap in
Asia, with industry experts weighing in on issues such as
risk assessment, changing business models, bankability
challenges, and current regulatory environments.
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5. Digital Transformation of Energy

INTERNATIONAL FLOATING
SOLAR SYMPOSIUM (IFSS)

IFSS facilitates the exchange of information about
the latest Floating Solar technologies, deployment
strategies, hybrid operation of hydropower with PV
and bankability perspectives.

Speakers at the Digital Transformation of Energy session
addressed the global ambition of building smart cities, as
well as how to advance technologies related to renewable
energies.

OVERVIEW

Discussion centred around how the Internet of Things (loT)
will merge the physical world with the virtual one, causing
a decentralisation of power. Fostering social acceptance of
new smart technologies, ensuring smooth interoperability
between different systems and protecting privacy were
some of the challenges surfaced in the discussion.

6. International Floating Solar Symposium
(IFSS)
This year marked the inaugural session of IFSS. With panels
installed in nearly 25 countries worldwide, providing
more that 65kW of energy alone in 2017, floating solar
has become the third pillar of solar energy, after groundmounted and rooftop-installed panels.
Over the 2 days, discussions on the future of the industry
revealed the need for a standard practise to raise investor
confidence and ensure quality remains high as more player
enter the field. IFSS Co- Chair Dr Thomas Reindl, Deputy
CEO of Solar Energy Research Institute of Singapore (NUS
- SERIS) discussed the global market opportunities for
floating solar. The World Bank, Singapore also led a keynote
on the overview funding opportunities for Floating Solar
while countries such as USA, China, India along with ASEAN
also presented on the potential of floating solar.
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7. PV Asia Scientific Conference

OVERVIEW

Organised by Solar Energy Research Institute of Singapore
(SERIS), the conference provided anexcellent platform for
the world’s PV experts and scientists to present and share
the latest developments in solar energy technologies and
encompassed a wide scope of PV technologies, ranging
from PV cells, modules, systems, quality assurance and
characterisation to smart grid technologies. Five plenary
talks, six invited talks, 24 regular talks as well as a poster
session were featured.

8. Asian Conference on Energy, Power and
Transportation Electrification (ACEPT)
The second Asian Conference on Energy, Power and
Transportation Electrification (ACEPT) was held as part
of ACES and brought together world leading experts to
present emerging topics on electrification of power, energy
and transportation. 2 special sessions on Hybrid and
Electric Aircraft Technologies and Solid-State Transformer
were held to showcase the technology development trend
in industry. A tutorial session in area of power system
stability with multiple power converters was organised.
With visionary speeches and presentations on latest
technology trends from industry and academia, ACEPT
aims to become the premier conference to address energy
sustainability issues in Asia. ACEPT 2017 is technically cosponsored by DNV GL – Energy, IEEE Power and Energy
Society, Power Electronics Society, and Transportation
Electrification Community.
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1. Exhibition Overview

EXHIBITION.
EXHIBITION

ACES 2017 exhibition saw more industry involvement
as reflected in the increase of companies’ participation
compared to the year before. Technical Seminar, a first in
ACES exhibition, aims to provide a platform for industry
professionals to share their products and projects and
new development trends with the public. Diverse topics
ranging from hydroelectricity, wind, solar to energy from
agro-industrial waste were being covered. In totality, there
were 61 exhibitors, more than 1,700 trade visitors from 56
countries.
The exhibition was yet another success with positive
feedback received from the exhibitors. The exhibition
complements the conference by providing an avenuefor
participants to learn about the latest technologies and
seek potential partnerships.

ACES 2017

KEY
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Key Figures (Exhibition)
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In its second leading year, ACES 2017
exhibition had 19 Singapore companies
under the Singapore Pavilion over 40
companies from all over Europe under the
banner of EU Business Avenues in South
East Asia exhibited in a space across 2,455
sqm.
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VISITORS
CEOs - 13%
Directors - 20%
Managers - 19%
Executives - 25%
Professors - 5%
Students - 5%
Others - 13%
*Breakdown of visitors by designation

REGIONS

9%

87%
1%

Europe

Asia

Australia

*Breakdown of visitors by region

1%
Middle
East

2%
USA and
Canada
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2. MOU Signing with EI

EXHIBITION

An MOU was signed between the Energy Institute of the
United Kingdom (EI), an independent professional body
incorporated by Royal Charter with Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth II as its Patron and the Sustainable Energy
Association of Singapore (SEAS). The partnership helps our
industry professionals in Singapore and policy makers from
the region to upgrade their skills and develop capabilities
in the sustainable energy sector. The MOU was signed by
Ms Louise Kingham, CEO and Ms Kavita Gandhi, Executive
Director of SEAS and was witnessed by Mr Malcom Brinded,
President of EI and Mr Edwin Khew, Chairman of SEAS.

“The Energy Institute (EI)
is the professional body for the
energy industry, developing and
sharing knowledge, skills and good
practice towards a safe, secure and
sustainable energy system”
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Media
Coverage 2017

MEDIA
COVERAGE

ACES 2017 aims to sustain its presence locally and
to build interest across the region as it continues to
create impression across several social media platforms
via Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter. A total of 16,505
impressions were generated from early July to
10 November 2017.
125 pieces of pre-event coverage in national dailies,
interviews, trade media and online platforms were secured
in regional countries such as Thailand, China and Indonesia
and globally such as the United States of America, Germany
and France. Another 91 pieces of on-site and post-event
coverage were generated.
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The End of
ACES 2017

FEEDBACK
&
CONCLUSION

ACES consistently draws thought leaders, policy makers
and researchers from both the public and private sector to
share and co-create clean energy solutions that will help
shape smart sustainable cities of the future. Through the
keynote speeches and many thoughts provoking panel
discussion by over 80 speakers, ACES 2017 proved to be a
success and sets the stage for the coming year’s.
In the final survey, a total of 86% of all attendees rated
ACES 2017 as good-to- excellent. ACES Meet & Match,
an exclusive match-matching program for attendees to
network and forge lucrative partnerships, also met with
high satisfaction from the users.
Moving forward, ACES 2017 will drive the momentum
towards a greater and much anticipated ACES 2018.

We look forward to welcoming you at

ASIA CLEAN
ENERGY
SUMMIT 2018
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Lead Sponsors

Associate Sponosors

Main Organiser

Co-Organisers

Event Partner

31 OCT – 2 NOV 2018
www.asiacleanenergysummit.com
Supporting Partners

Supporting Organisations

Media Partners

For more information,
contact Jowene Chan
Tel: +65 6338 8578
secretariat@asiacleanenergysummit.com

Held in
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